
Sidewinder



Description: multi purpose starter ship – can be used for all but is not good for anything in particular except for it's Great visibility with completely open 
roof – sidewinder makes a perfect camera ship for taking unobscured screenshots and videos if you need to move around, otherwise use debug camera that 

you can set under options->controls. 





Small hardpoints

Most pilots start their careers in the Sidewinder. It is a classic ship design that has been in use (in various configurations) since 2982.  
Its original design was a light support ship and it lacked jump capability. Modern compact drives have enabled jump-capable versions  
to be created, making this a useful all rounder. Some navies still use these ships as fighters and patrol craft.

Price: 32k cr    Combat Fitted: 1,2m cr    Max Cargo: 10 tonnes    WeapoNs: 2 small hardpoints    Utility mounts: 2    Mass Lock Factor: 6.
Max jump range: 24LY    Top speed:  4pips–237m/s  0pips–108 m/s    Boost:  371m/s    360 degree pitch:  4pips–8 sec  0pips–10,8sec.



Eagle



Description: Basic combat ship with good weapon placement for fixed weapons, more agile than sidewinder with better shields but worse armor.  
Cockpit is tight with very good visibility all around you.    





Small hardpoints

The Eagle is a proven combat fighter with a distinguished history. It is one of the smallest fighters available with jump capability. It has the distinction of being the only ship that 
has been so successful versions have been built for both the Federation and Imperial navies. This role has been superseded by the respective navies' short range fighter programmes, 
but the Eagle still sees extensive service across human space. Core Dynamics are no longer building these ships, but do still provide parts and servicing due to their popularity.

Small hardpoint

Price: 44,8k cr    Combat Fitted: 1,9m cr    Max Cargo: 14 tonnes    WeapoNs: 3 small hardpoints   Utility mounts: 1    Mass Lock Factor: 6. 
Max jump range: 25 LY    Top speed:  4pips–251m/s  0pips–188 m/s    Boost:  406 m/s    360 degree pitch:  4pips–7,2sec  0pips–8,6sec.


